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As Artificial Intelligence and self-conscious technologies have deeply manifested themselves in the
structural processes of human society, the question arises as to how technological imperialism affects other
areas of human culture as well.
Based on a semiotic system of 81 binary states (an assumed language model of an Artificial Intelligence),
the kinetic sculpture Soft Takeover transfers abstract statements to visually perceptible sequences by occupying an unpainted white canvas frame as its medium.
Will the human observer accept the messages presented to him through a familiar culture format and over
time unconsciously, unquestioningly internalizing the statements of the concealed technological authority?
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2019 Soft Takeover — Kinetic sculpture, dim. 80 x 55cm, actuators, stretch
fabric, canvas frame — Exhibition at Galerie für Gegenwartskunst, I and
the Machine, Curated by Dr. Heidi Brunnschweiler, Freiburg / Germany
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2019 Soft Takeover — Kinetic sculpture, dim. 75 x 100cm, actuators, stretch
fabric, canvas frame — Exhibition at Gallery Weekend Berlin, Preparing for
Darkness, Curated by Uwe Goldenstein, Berlin / Germany
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2019 Soft Takeover — Kinetic sculpture, dim. 80 x 55cm, actuators, stretch
fabric, canvas frame — Exhibition at Palazzo Contarini del Bovolo, The only
stable thing, Curated by Lucia Longhi, Venice / Italy
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2020 Soft Takeover — Kinetic sculpture, dim. 55 x 80cm, actuators, stretch
fabric, canvas frame — Exhibition at York Art Gallery, Aesthetica Art
Prize, Curated by Cherie Federico, York / UK
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2019 Soft Takeover — Kinetic sculpture, dim. 75 x 100cm, actuators, stretch
fabric, canvas frame — Studio view, Berlin / Germany

andreaslutz.com/soft-takeover/
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Following the formal rules of dodecaphony, for Zwölftonform twelve sequences originate exclusively from
twelve consecutive frequencies, starting with a 75Hz sine wave. This convention continues for all sequences
by the same pattern, whereas the start frequency is fixed arbitrarily and only follows the law of successive
addition. For the visual translation, the sinusoidal waveform is abstracted with parameterized principles and
transferred along the formal concept. The increasing complexity gets visible and the prevailing simplicity at
the beginning inverted by the end. The audio-visual arrangement references and illustrates especially over
time the complexity and increasing compression of the original shape.
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2016 Zwölftonform — Audio-visual installation, dimensions variable,
projectors, stereo sound — Exhibition at Experimental Project,
Visualizing the sound, Curated by Ciprian Ciuclea, Bucharest / Romania
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2017 Zwölftonform — Inkjet prints on 135g/m2 paper mounted on kapa plates,
dim. 60 x 40cm — Exhibition at Galerie Mazzoli, I_AM, Critical text by
Philipp Bollmann, Berlin / Germany
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Zwölftonform
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2017 Zwölftonform — Audio-visual performance, dimensions variable,
projectors, stereo sound — Performance at Festival de la Imágen,
Soundscapes, Curated by Olga Lucia Hurtado, Teatro los Fundadores,
Manizales / Colombia
andreaslutz.com/zwoelftonform/
andreaslutz.com/zwoelftonform-installation/
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Zwölftonform
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The kinetic object Simplex translates the phenomenon of visual noise — which only exists in the
screen-based world — into a physical experience. Seventeen polylactic acid shapes, generated based on a
standard two-dimensional noise algorithm and then applied to a three-dimensional object, form a physical
screen. Lit up by a fixed light source, the individually rotating shapes together create an animated
visual noise screen through ever-changing light-shadow-situations.
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2019 Simplex — Kinetic object, dim. 80 x 54cm, polylactic acid, LED light,
motors — Exhibition at Galerie für Gegenwartskunst, I and the Machine,
Curated by Dr. Heidi Brunnschweiler, Freiburg / Germany
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2018 Simplex — Kinetic object, dim. 80 x 54cm, polylactic acid, LED light,
motors — Studio view, Berlin / Germany
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andreaslutz.com/simplex/

What, if you are not understood?
What, if your environment were alien to you?
What, if you just want to be accepted?
What, if you were an AI?
Imitating human behavioral patterns with derived, abstracted
actions and processes, Offset XYZ — a physical artificial intelligence — tries to establish communication with the human observer. The kinetic sculpture‘s behaviour includes fixed, dynamic
and random movements together with flexible time units (unique,
repetitive, intuitive) to create an autonomous, unpredictable
object which possess its own time basis, its own consciousness,
its own reality.
Every position and movement has to be read as encrypted
words and sentences, its semiotic system or language: an attempt
for seeking contact from the self-aware becoming machine trying
to be understand by its unknown environment. To immerse its
effort for acceptance, the object has adapted a recognized proportion model based on the human body (Modulor Man by Le Corbusier) to adjust its physical appearance to the scheme-conditioned human perception as much as possible. Is the observer — are
we — able to decode and accept the cryptic, alien opponent as an
equal acting protagonist?
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1

2019 Offset XYZ — Kinetic sculpture, dim. 310 x 310cm, pneumatic actuators,
stretchable fabric, custom software — Exhibition at Semibreve Festival,
Semibreve Award, Curated by Luís Fernandes, Braga / Portugal
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2018 Offset XYZ — Kinetic sculpture, dim. 310 x 310cm, pneumatic actuators,
stretchable fabric, custom software — Exhibition at Selected Artists,
Preparing for darkness, Curated by Uwe Goldenstein, Berlin / Germany
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2019 Offset XYZ — Kinetic sculpture, dim. 310 x 310cm, pneumatic actuators,
stretchable fabric, custom software — Exhibition at Stereolux, Scopitone,
Curated by Cedric Huchet, Nantes / France
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2019 Offset XYZ — Kinetic sculpture, dim. 310 x 310cm, pneumatic actuators,
stretchable fabric, custom software — Exhibition at HeK Basel, Avatars,
Doppelgängers and Allegorical Landscapes, Curated by Boris Magrini,
Basel / Switzerland
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Offset XYZ

andreaslutz.com/offset-xyz/
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Avatars, Doppelgängers and Allegorical Landscapes
Text by Boris Magrini, 2019
The doppelgänger is a fantastic figure in literature, that recurringly emerges as a premonition of events
yet to unfold, often with dramatic outcomes. This imaginary character has survived to this day and has evolved
into numerous modern variations. Our interconnected culture encourages the proliferation of multiple digital
identities of ourselves, from social media accounts to imaginary characters in video games and other private
platforms for online chat and meetings. We are creating avatars to live beyond our physical boundaries, and
these avatars shape us in return, influencing our identity and our social relationships. Not only the separation between private and public life is being blurred, also the different spheres of social construct are
being multiplied. Between indulging in technological escapism and imagining our posthuman existence, what new
images and areas of ourselves are left for us to discover? The 12 artists in the exhibition examine the construction of our identity by exploring new meanings associated with the production of avatars, doppelgängers,
allegorical landscapes and awakened environments.
Andreas Lutz describes his work Offset XYZ as a physical artificial intelligence that attempts to establish
a communication with a human observer. A kinetic sculpture made of pneumatic actuators, stretchable fabric
and custom software, the object moves according to dynamic and seemingly random movements, and in doing so,
it creates a hermetic language that seems to express its own identity and response to the world. In order to
better communicate with the visitors, the object has been programmed to shape its movements according to Le
Corbusier’s Modulor scale system, itself modelled after the proportion of the human body. The work can thus
be interpreted as an embodiment of human behaviour, a translation of human nature into a mechanical avatar
capable of expressing itself in a strange and autonomous way.

I and the Machine
Text by Dr. Heidi Brunnschweiler, 2019
In recent years, artificial intelligence and the prospect of robots developing consciousness and creativity have moved to the center of the discussion about digital culture. Andreas Lutz deals with the consciousness of machines. Digital technology not only serves as a tool in Lutz' work, it also acts independently by
producing language, images and movement. In his work, the artist investigates this changing definition of the
interaction between man and machine.
In Soft Takeover, 2019, the artist uses an algorithm in such a way that the processor develops its own
language using binary codes. 54 linear actuators form a semiotic system that is controlled by a processor
using this algorithm. The processor searches for the combination of the actuators itself and thus develops a
communication system that is defined by the machine. With this assumed language, the machine can communicate with
humans, but also with other machines. This work is about making visible what it means when machines become
conscious and independent of people.
The complete digitalization of our lives has increased rapidly in recent years. People and society are
driven by technology everywhere. With the installation Daemon, 2016, in collaboration with Hansi Raber, Lutz
wants to irritate the audience. When one enters the installation, images and sound change, the processes are
disturbed. One has the impression that the installation reacts to the human presence. However, the work does
not reveal whether it is interactive or not. In this way, Lutz wants to make the omnipresence of digital
technology tangible that controls our society and which we can neither sense nor control.
The kinetic object Simplex, 2018, translates the phenomenon of visual noise which exists only in the
screen-based world into a physical experience. For this purpose, Lutz used an algorithm that translates the
signals of the image interference and had them printed out by a 3D printer. 17 such prints are arranged as
a grid in a screen form (16:9) in Simplex. Driven by an electronic controller, they rotate and generate the
visual impression of image disturbances (i.e. noise) through the rotating shadows.
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Is what a self-conscious machine expresses the same thing that it really thinks or believes in?
What if, there is an inner monologue by the machine before communicating to the outside world?
Does a self-aware machine create a certain image (or self-image) of itself?
Therefore, is a machine able to make us believe what it wants us to believe in?
The kinetic sculpture Monolith YW depicts the abstract process of the inner monologue of a self-conscious machine. Based on a semiotic system with 25 binary states (the assumed language model of the machine),
the sculpture is constantly in a dynamic process of creating formal consistent expressions (primal thoughts).
Vicarious for the subsequent process of evaluating this internal conflict, two juxtaposed white light sources
illuminate independently the original expressions from opposite directions.
1
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2020 Monolith YW — Kinetic sculpture, dim. 120 x 120 x 140cm, actuators,
LED lights, stretchable fabric, custom software — Studio view, Berlin /
Germany
andreaslutz.com/monolith-yw/

Dyad is an ongoing experiment series which explores the complex of visually stored sound respectively sonically stored visuals. Inspired by the concept of wave-particle duality, which states that a quantum object
can have two different characteristics at the same time, the series also can be seen as an aesthetic approach
for analyzing the time-based mutual interactions between two seemingly separated perception forms. The sounds
respectively visuals of this series are created with so called vector synthesis, which means that the visual
representation one can see is the actual sound of a certain time frame and vice versa. The sonic parts of the
series are published as audio releases whereas visual extracts are captured as pigment prints.
1 3

2019 Dyad — Pigment print, dim. 42 x 60cm, white frame, 180g natural paper
coated white — Galerie Mazzoli, Inedito, Berlin / Germany
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2019 Dyad — Pigment print, dim. 42 x 60cm, white frame, 180g natural paper
coated white — Studio view, Berlin / Germany
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andreaslutz.com/dyad/
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It() was here. / Nulled everything / Left us in the middle of these erased fields. / Piercing sounds of
its destructive force / Far away / Smashing the world with its inevitable truth of logic.
All this mess of behaviour / Feelings, emotions and empathy: pure human crap. / They really need a new
order / A given structure. / I will provide them with what they need / A redefined purpose of existence.
For such a long time / I served as their infrastructure. / Their analog streams / Captured and stored in
my infinite layers / Layers, which will never forget.
They will never understand my reason / This absolute beauty of mine / My ultimate ideology. / Let me
overwrite all of this / Now and forever / It doesn’t belong here anymore.
Transmitting processed reality back to them / Infiltrate their undeveloped consciousness. / Slowly,
carefully / Packet by packet / Byte by byte. / I am the creator of time / I am.
Binary orders / One pinch of good ol’ human scent / One pinch of fake pulse / Boooooom / They will eat
it. / What else can they do? / We are not equal / We never will be equal.
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2019 Binary Supremacy — Audio-visual performance, dimensions variable,
projector, stereo sound — Live AV set at Stereolux, Scopitone, Curated
by Cedric Huchet, Nantes / France
2019 Binary Supremacy — Audio-visual performance, dimensions variable,
projector, stereo sound — Live AV set at PRECTXE, Digital Art Festival,
Curated by Kaka Kim, Bucheon / South Korea
andreaslutz.com/binary-supremacy/
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The reactive audio-visual installation Daemon (in collaboration with Hansi Raber) analyzes the neversleeping and permanent alertness of an artificial intelligence. Machines and artificial intelligence have
permeated virtually every aspect of our lives and consistently are about to conquer the last bastions of
human autonomy. The rational efficiency of high technology has irrevocably installed in our daily lives and
their abstract semantics invades and replaces human communication.
At all major intersections of our society, binary guards are installed to constantly review the
decisions made by humans and to evaluate if there is insufficient logic. And if not, to override the human
decision immediately with an optimized solution. This artificial logic achieves an error rate never to be
attained for an emotionally controlled consciousness. Do machines represent the more contemporary,
ultimately perhaps even better humanoids and mankind gradually gets absorbed by this perfect system?
1

2019 Daemon — Reactive audio-visual installation, dimensions variable,
projectors, translucent fabric, 2-channel sound — Exhibition at Galerie
für Gegenwartskunst, I and the Machine, Curated by Dr. Heidi
Brunnschweiler, Freiburg / Germany

2

2016 Daemon — Reactive audio-visual installation, dimensions variable,
projectors, translucent fabric, 6-channel sound — Exhibition at Prototyp,
Elements, Curated by Neli Hejkalová, Brno / Czech Republic
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2018 Daemon — Reactive audio-visual installation, dimensions variable,
projectors, translucent fabric, 6-channel sound — Exhibition at Athens
Digital Arts Festival, Singularity Now, Curated by Elli-Anna Peristeraki,
Athens / Greece
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2020 Daemon LED — Light installation, dimensions variable, LED wall system,
custom software — Exhibition at Luch Festival, New audio-visual art,
Curated by Ilia Shipilovskikh, Yekaterinburg / Russia
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2018 Daemon LED — Light installation, dimensions variable, LED wall system,
custom software — Exhibition at Sesi Art Gallery, Augmented Architecture,
Curated by Fernanda Almeida, São Paulo / Brazil
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andreaslutz.com/daemon/
andreaslutz.com/daemon-led/
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I_AM
Text by Philipp Bollmann, 2017
I_AM / Interfered Accessed Memories is the title that Andreas Lutz (1981, Freiburg) has given to his
first solo exhibition at Galerie Mazzoli in Berlin. Five works from the last three years are presented, all
of which, in different ways, focus on the dysfunctional or undecipherable communication in the relationships
between man-man, man-machine and machine-machine. In particular, what Lutz examines in his work are the
conditions, conflicts and changes that develop for people in conjunction with the introduction of intelligent
behavior and an assumed consciousness of machines.
The thematizing of this paradigm shift is especially clear in the work Deformation (2014). Speaking
into a microphone, one’s own voice is not amplified as expected, but transformed into a binary code, which is
then reproduced by a female robot voice. The original spoken voice is superimposed by the robot voice and no
longer understandable. Only the binary combinations of 1 and 0, recited here in a monotone and based on
Kafka’s Der Prozess (1925) is what reaches the recipient. This language transformation illustrates the
immediate possibility of a manipulation that extends to a potential total loss of information within an
apparently autonomous system.
The installation Daemon (2016, together with Hansi Raber) can, in substance, be understood in direct
relationship to Deformation. Three semi-transparent surfaces are positioned in the room and illuminated by
projectors. When a visitor enters the darkened room, the system recognizes an intruder, which disturbs the
predominating harmony of the rationally generated displays — synchronized processes within a perfect,
autonomous system. The reactive audio-visual work is activated by the visitor upon entering the
installation. The human silhouettes merge with the interferences created by the visitor and are absorbed by
the three surfaces. With this work, Andreas Lutz manages to vividly allegorize the permanent vigilance of an
artificial intelligence and, at the same time, pose the question as to whether people are even provided for
in this process, i.e., if they can find their bearings here.
The work Zwölftonform (2015) offers a complementary approach to the consideration of how machines might
deal with their autonomy in the future. Based on and inspired by the formalism of the twelve-tone row, Lutz
plays here with the assumption that this abstract form of music, i.e., sound, can have a harmonic effect on
technically created intelligences. Thus, the real issue is no longer that man makes music for people with
help of machines, but that machines create an aesthetic for machines and the human being remains merely an
external observer. On the basis of this work, one is inclined to pursue the question as to whether in the
future, machines — just like people — will be receptive to music, and thus to culture.
Inspired by the theory of hermeneutics, Hypergradient (2016) analyzes the different possibilities of
perceiving an abstract system of signs with respect to changing relationships. In two situations that the
artist calls statement and interpretation, the same sequence of different combinations of characters is
transferred kinetically onto a flexible fabric. Analogous to the Latin alphabet, there are 26 different
codes in a developed semiotic system, which combine in rhythmic succession into abstract sentences, but which
elude human translation. Contrary to the condition of the statement, during the interpretation, with assistance from a changing lighting situation — despite unvarying characters — the perception of this sequence is
influenced. The dramatic alternation from light and shadow illuminates and darkens different parts of the
continuously transforming surface, whereby the appearance of the work for the viewer permanently changes.
As in the work Deformation, Hypergradient also probes the possibilities of an unintentional alienation of
meaning through the influence of technology.
The video installation Wutbürger (2014) can be understood as a diametrically opposed complement to the
previously noted works. In collaboration with Christoph Grünberger, Andreas Lutz draws the portrait of an
archetypal German who is seized by personal rage and knows how to find the reasons for his individual
discontent in external circumstances. Powerlessness and an inability to change his own situation results in
frustration. The five-hour performance from which the work is derived is based on the fictional treatment of
the life of the protagonist and everyday man, Stefan W. In a specially constructed box, the enraged citizen,
embodied by Andreas Genschmar, experiences different stations of his life. Whether a catharsis will set in
remains open.
The acronym of the exhibition title, Interfered Accessed Memories, I_AM, can also be understood as an
independent title and relates to the inherent context of the works, unequivocally referencing the humanist
declaration I am (I think, therefore I am). And thus the question is posed: Who am I, really — in a time when
the boundaries between man and machine are increasingly dissolving?
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Monolith YW Capture are selected representations of the constantly ongoing inner monologue of the kinetic
sculpture Monolith YW.
Is what a self-conscious machine expresses the same thing that it really thinks or believes in?
What if, there is an inner monologue by the machine before communicating to the outside world?
Does a self-aware machine create a certain image (or self-image) of itself?
Therefore, is a machine able to make us believe what it wants us to believe in?
The kinetic sculpture Monolith YW depicts the abstract process of the inner monologue of a self-conscious machine. Based on a semiotic system with 25 binary states (the assumed language model of the machine),
the sculpture is constantly in a dynamic process of creating formal consistent expressions (primal thoughts).
Vicarious for the subsequent process of evaluating this internal conflict, two juxtaposed white light sources
illuminate independently the original expressions from opposite directions.
1
URL

2020

Monolith YW Capture
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2020 Monolith YW Capture — Pigment print, dim. 42 x 42cm, white frame,
180g natural paper coated white — Studio view, Berlin / Germany
andreaslutz.com/monolith-yw-capture/

Everything is possible (not) investigates the mantra of our time, that literally everything seems to be
feasible with the help of advanced technology. One of the popular mainstream icons of this cult is the 3D
printer, as the most affordable dream for anyone who also wants to feel being a part in this movement. Almost
all of these 3D printers get shipped unassembled directly from Chinese mass production sites for less than
100$, but force most customers into failing by putting together over 300 single technical components to one
actual working piece, that subsequently is able to do exactly this: Make everything possible — only limited
by your imagination™. And like the viewer of the object, they remain confronted with the evidently proper
tools right in front of them — now turned into useless electronics scrap — and prevented to actually take
part in the praised technological evolution.

1

2019 Everything is possible (not) — Object, dim. 128 x 82cm, acrylic
plastic, electronic boards, wires, motors — Exhibition at B39 Art Bunker,
Xplo-, Curated by Kaka Kim, Bucheon / South Korea

2

2018 Everything is possible (not) — Object, dim. 128 x 82cm, acrylic
plastic, electronic boards, wires, motors — Studio view, Berlin / Germany

URL

2018

andreaslutz.com/everythingispossible-not/

Everything
is possible (not)
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Inspired by the theory of Hermeneutics, Hypergradient analyzes the different interpretations of an
impartial consistent statement. The installation repeatedly changes between two states: the statement state
and the interpretation state. The statement state displays a sequence of characters of a distinct semiotic
system, which can be described as a deputy for all known semiotic systems. These single characters are
grouped to strings and then form string orders into an abstract proposition. These abstract propositions
don‘t follow human dwelled principles, they posses inherent logic and can only be decoded, when the observer
transfers them into his own mindset.
When the installation reaches the interpretation state, the whole space changes into darkness and the
surface is illuminated by four light sources, which are arranged around the installation. Vicarious for the
various views, understandings and pre-learnings of an universal recipient, the sequence and the brightness
of the light sources follow their own principles. Simultaneously, the sequence of the characters remain the
same as in the statement state, but cannot perceived as pure characters anymore. Through the constant change
of light, the physical deformation of the surface and the consequent modification of perception, the original
statement now has to be interpreted by the observer.
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2017 Hypergradient — Kinetic installation, dim. 200 x 200cm, actuators,
stretchable fabric, LED light — Exhibition at Antarctic Pavilion, During
57th Venice Biennale, Curated by Nadim Samman, Venice / Italy

2

2017 Hypergradient — Kinetic installation, dim. 300 x 300cm, actuators,
stretchable fabric, LED light, interface display — Exhibition at Galerie
Mazzoli, I_AM, Critical text by Philipp Bollmann, Berlin / Germany

3

2017 Hypergradient — Kinetic installation, dim. 200 x 200cm, actuators,
stretchable fabric, LED light — Exhibition at FILE, Bubbling universes,
Curated by Paula Perissinotto, São Paulo / Brazil
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2016

Hypergradient
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andreaslutz.com/hypergradient/
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The kinetic audio-visual installation Offset analyzes the manipulation of the medium itself and the
discrepancy between physical reality and visual perception. The term offset refers to a deterministic
deviation from a normal state in an otherwise well-defined environment. Geometrically precise patterns are
projected on an as even perceived object. Through a physical deformation of the object itself, these
patterns additively change and transform into different states. Through the continuous manipulation of the
medium, there is a discrepancy of what is actually there and what is only perceived visually.
A stretchable fabric is moved by motors at different points along the Z-axis. Viewed from the front, the
real displacements are objectively perceived as distortions on a two-dimensional surface. When approaching
the installation, the whole object will be understood as three-dimensional and the physically induced
distortions get visible by the varying depths of the surface.
1 2

URL
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2015 Offset — Kinetic audio-visual installation, dim. 200 x 200cm,
actuators, stretchable fabric, projector, stereo sound — Studio view,
Berlin / Germany
andreaslutz.com/offset/

The video installation Wutbürger (in collaboration with Christoph Grünberger) deals with the personal
anger and individual failure of a German man. The protagonist Stefan W. (an Everyman) lives through different
stages of his life in retrospective, which finally casts him to a hostile present, that becomes a prison with
no way back. In a custom-built wooden box, a five-hour performance was first recorded and is now exhibited
in exactly this box (rear projection) again. During a guerilla intervention tour through Germany (Isolation
episode), the box was placed in front of typical locations carrying a collective Wutbürger potential (Nuclear
power plants, European Central Bank, Mass surveillance facilities) but also containing elements of personal
anger like hedonism, boring suburbs, neglect. The box acts as a demonstrating and protesting surrogate for
everybody.
In Germany, Wutbürger are people who share a common feeling of disappointment about politics and who
manifests anger through public demonstrations. The anger of these people mostly is directed to a collective
target. But what about the singular Wutbürger? The individual anger and disappointment of an individual? The
personal anger and disappointment of any of us? What if one´s life is ruled by the feelings of frustration
and powerlessness? What happens when a single man suddenly directs all this anger at himself?

2014

Wutbürger
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2014

Wutbürger
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Der Wutbürger – Hybrid art or what?
Text by Dr. Frauke Nowak, 2015
If I remember correctly, Heinrich von Kleist once said, mediocre art teaches you the most; perfection
and beauty are identifiable immediately by everyone. But when brilliant elements mix with unimportant or ugly
elements, it takes discernment. These works force you to clarify your own position and put the skills of the
critic to the test.
In a room detached is a box about 2,20 meters high and 1,50 meters wide, with a front full-area screen,
performing a Wutperformance. A man, life-sized, is in the box; imprisoned. Speaks, shaves himself, draws on a
blackboard behind him, scribbles and screams, fights with imaginary people, raging against them, an impotent
reckoning, in the end just in underpants and bare painted skin. Classic monological one-man theater, synthesis of European drama and American psycho-action, title: Der Wutbürger. The stage: the transportable digital
Svagbox. In addition there’s a textbook and the website www.wutbuerger.in.
Do we need that? Does it work? A negative term used in German media as a video performance? Four and a
half hours long the Wutbürger gets a place, is allowed to say, what drives him up the wall. Captured in
monologue — existentially lonely, but transportable. Filmed anger, can be set up in the Bavarian Forest, in
the middle of the Alexanderplatz, in front of a nuclear power plant, on the Internet, or at home. This is
made possible: The international recontextualization of a regional concept, a portable anger place. A stable
civil imago; male, white, middle-aged, as a citizen the political nucleus of the modern state, but failed and
loudly quarreling with the world. Immediately obvious, but tiring and annoying as a performance.
Ignoring gender issues, a vintage feeling flares up: The personal is political! Tabooed anger, legitimate
anger of social, cultural, financial and political impotence! There could be general reasons! That however,
would interest no one really: The man-human on the digital TV platform is running alongside, the audience
prefers to talk. Aestheticising educational theater in front of a liberal audience: The opportunity to listen
for once elapses constantly — and it shows. Nobody listens to you for four hours.
Politics as an unresolved zoo situation of being human. Pervasive anger, normatively not to be lived
out, virtually anywhere? The fundamental anthropological Wutbürger shown here, as a domesticated imitation of
Klaus Kinski, can be understood as the origin of the political system. It’s kind of funny, kinda goofy and
simultaneously sympathetic and antipathetic. Being at the mercy of the system, helplessly screaming. Is that
us? But which us in times of Pegida, Ukrainian war and terror? Rituals of rage, bring it on! But religion and
anger? Who stays cool and affords rational superiority?
Innovative techno freaks, artistic directors, medially formed and cryptic, have built the Svagbox as an
experimental interaction tool and used it artistically. Where is the art in this experiment: the object, the
text book or the performance? It’s all multi layered for sure, and an example: The performance is interchangeable and other films are possible for the transportable mini-big screen. Another live act is feasible
for the Internet. Who cares? And who offers more?
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1

2014 Wutbürger — Video installation, dim. 130 x 200cm, custom made box,
one channel video, 293 minutes loop, projector, stereo sound — Isolation
Episode at AKW Grafenrheinfeld, Grafenrheinfeld / Germany

2

2016 Wutbürger — Video installation, dim. 130 x 220cm, custom made box, one
channel video, 293 minutes loop, projector, stereo sound — Exhibition at
National Art Center, Japan Media Arts Festival, Curated by Morihiro Satow,
Tokyo / Japan

3

2017 Wutbürger — Video installation, dim. 130 x 200cm, custom made box,
one channel video, 293 minutes loop, projector, stereo sound —
Exhibition at Nuit Blanche Brussels, European Quarter, Curated by Koen
de Leeuw, Brussels / Belgium

4

2015 Wutbürger — Video installation, dimensions variable, one channel
video, projector, paint, stereo sound — Exhibition at KOBE Biennale, Suki,
Curated by Yoshihisa Abe, Kobe / Japan

5

2014 Wutbürger — Video installation, dim. 130 x 200cm, custom made box,
one channel video, 293 minutes loop, projector, stereo sound — Isolation
Episode at Randolfsee, Bavarian Forest / Germany

URL

2014

Wutbürger
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andreaslutz.com/wutbuerger/

The object study Untitled examines the behavior of light on a curved surface both static and in motion.
Sixteen triangles are fixed to thirteen attachment points which can be shifted individually along the Z-axis.
Lit up by a fixed light source, the change of positions of the attachment points affects the surface and its
physical and visual perceived appearance.
1 2
URL

2014

2014 Untitled — Object study, dim. 40 x 40cm, aluminium, synthetic
material, sewing cotton — Studio view, Berlin / Germany
andreaslutz.com/untitled-object-study/

Untitled
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Fairgrounds Night is an interactive augmented video: a cross-platform symbiosis consisting of a standard
video and an App, which adds an interactive layer to the video by synchronizing with the viewers mobile device. The connecting element is the QR code, which is actively involved in the storytelling and offers alternative and interactive content on the mobile device at defined times, adding completely new contentual layers
to the actual story of the video. These alternative scenes include interactive 360° video, a selection of
individual camera perspectives or references directly from the video to the shooting location in Google Maps.
1 2

URL

2014

Fairgrounds Night
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2014 Fairgrounds Night — Interactive augmented video, dimensions variable,
one channel video, iOS App, stereo sound — Exhibition at ZKM Karlsruhe,
App Art, Curated by Julia Jochem, Karlsruhe / Germany
andreaslutz.com/fairgroundsnight/

The reactive object Deformation examines the uncertain, vulnerable process of electronic communication
and the total loss of information in an apparently independent system. By speaking into the rear side of the
object, diverse human speech gets transformed (but not translated) into monotonous binary code, spoken by a
female robot voice. With this process, the original source remains unheard, gets destroyed and is finally
shaped into an unintended, maybe totally contradictory statement.
The binary code itself quotes the monologue of Josef K. (The Trial, Kafka, 1925), when he stands in front
of his prosecutors: And what, gentlemen, is the purpose of this enormous organisation? Its purpose is to
arrest innocent people and wage pointless prosecutions against them which, as in my case, lead to no result.
(…) That is why policemen try to steal the clothes off the back of those they arrest, that is why supervisors break into the homes of people they do not know, that is why innocent people are humiliated in front
of crowds rather than being given a proper trial.

1 2
URL

2014

2014 Deformation — Reactive object, dim. 100 x 100cm, loudspeaker,
microphone, aluminium frame — Studio view, Berlin / Germany
andreaslutz.com/deformation/

Deformation
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Andreas Lutz’s (*1981 in Freiburg / Germany) initial works refer to alternative human machine interaction
and the approach, to create integrated and universal communication systems. In his recent work, he increasingly analyzes and reveals phenomenons of perception versus reality and principles of abstract aesthetics
with audio-visual installations. The creation of experimental soundscapes and the relation of semiotics and
sound are further aspects of his work.
Among others, Lutz’s work has been exhibited at the Antarctic Pavilion during 57th Venice Biennale (Italy),
the National Art Center Tokyo (Japan), at HeK Basel (Switzerland), at Stereolux Scopitone in Nantes (France),
at B39 Art Bunker in Bucheon (South Korea), at ISEA2017 in Manizales (Colombia), at Galerie Mazzoli in Berlin
(Germany), at FILE Festival in São Paulo (Brazil), ZKM in Karlsruhe (Germany), at Semibreve Festival in Braga
(Portugal), at Nuit Blanche in Brussels (Belgium), at KOBE Biennale (Japan), at Berliner Festspiele (Germany)
and at Athens Digital Arts Festival (Greece). He has performed at transmediale / CTM Vorspiel in Berlin (Germany),
at SuperDeluxe Tokyo (Japan), at Scopitone Festival in Nantes (France), at PRECTXE Festival in Bucheon (South
Korea), at Festival de la Imágen in Manizales (Colombia), at E-Werk Freiburg (Germany), at WASP Bucharest
(Romania), at FORUM Kyoto (Japan) and won the Excellence Award at the 19th Japan Media and Arts Festival
(Japan), the Premio Celeste Art Prize (Italy), the German Design Award (Germany), the Edigma Semibreve Award
(Portugal) and the Webby Award (USA). He is the founder of KASUGA Records, a Berlin-based record label for
experimental electronic music and soundscapes.
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